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Amongst the emails we’ve received, some assessors
informed us that they were using the free typing test on
the home page of our website to assess students’ typing
abilities. They advised it was a quick and easy way of
establishing whether or not students needed to learn to
touch type.
We found this very interesting, so thought we would share it with everyone, should you
wish to do the same.
The free typing test lasts for just 90 seconds and gives a
good indication of students’ typing ability. As a guide,
35wpm - typing with all fingers and thumbs is good –
they will not require KAZ. Anything below or if they are
typing fast but with just two or a few fingers indicates the
need to learn.
Please remember that touch typing is not about what your fingers are doing but about
what is going on in your brain.
‘Subconscious touch typing frees the conscious mind to concentrate on more important
tasks such as, planning, composing, processing, proof-reading and editing. It reduces
mental load, improves quality of work, increases productivity and students’ overall
performance in assignments and exams.’
Our DSA bundle edition is also City & Guilds assured. This
edition generates a ‘City & Guilds’ certificate and digital
badge, which on successful completion, validates the
learning. Students can then showcase their digital badge &
certificate on CVs, job applications and on social media.
(Please note the digital badge may take upto 28 days for delivery,
as it is dependant on the City & Guilds processing department.)

Should you wish to arrange a webinar for your centre or join in one, please contact:
sheraleen@kaz-type.com

Lastly… Please see all our resources and interact with us on the DSA/Student Portal.

